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1 Introduction  
1.1 Background 
 With the rapid economic growth of sea transportation, traffic administration and engineering 
departments are facing the challenges of comprehensive control in marine traffic real-time 
monitoring. According to data released by the Japan Coast Guard in 2012, 78% of navigational 
errors and failures had occurred on small boats such as fishing boats and pleasure boats; 43% of 
these accidents were caused by human factors, such as inattention (26%), inappropriate maneuvering 
(8%), drowsy operation (2%), and so on. Furthermore, marine accident data of the past 5 years 
shows that 43% of these accidents were caused by human factors. Based on the research results, 75% 
were caused by negligence/inattention and inappropriate maneuvering [1]. The same accident ratio 
pattern is shown in Table 1-1 and Fig.1-1.  
Table 1-1 Marine Accident Ratio 
Ship Type Number Proportion 
Pleasure Boats 4,909 41% 
Fishing Boats 3,782 31% 
Cargo Ships 1,617 13% 
Tankers 410 3% 
Sport fishing Boat 390 3% 
Passenger Ships 221 2% 
Other 828 7% 
Table 1-1 is the marine accident data from Japan Coast Guard. 75% of total accidents happened 
involving small craft/boat such as pleasure boat, fishing boat and sport fishing boat. This accident 
proportion did not change when comparing with the pattern in 2012. 
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Fig. 1-1 Marine Accident Ratio 
Also, based on the data of United Kingdom’s Marine Accident Investigation Branch, navigating 
accidents besides human errors took half of the incidents from the 2002 to 2005. The similar 
accidental portion and trend can been discovered from the data from the two countries. According to 
the Work Program of Development of an E-Navigating strategy supplied by IMO Maritime Safety 
Committee, despite the highly developed technologies which improve the awareness and 
decision-making level, the navigational errors continue to happen [2].  
 Therefore, it is important that developing systems for the purpose of the utilization of multiple 
navigational tools, especially electronic navigational ones, which will thereby help the efficient 
shipping and reduce maritime traffic accidents. In order to enhance the efficiency of the navigating 
and maritime traffic safety, the ITS (Intelligent Transport System) for marine traffic has been 
employed by the researchers in maritime area as a new solution, and the intelligent ship control 
system is also considered as a significant way to improve the traffic efficiency. With the emergence 
and development of technology such as GIS and Virtual Globe-based 3D visualization, new ship 
maneuvering assistant system obtained the opportunity to be further consummated and improved. 
Virtual Globe for marine Navigation is considered to be a novel research area that integrate GIS 
(Geographic Information System), RS(Remote Sensing) multiple spatial data, multiple navigational 
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data and information.  
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1.2 Present Situation of Virtual Globe and GIS Technology in the 
Application of Navigation      
 GISs(Geographic Information System), with the benefit of visualization of heterogeneous data 
sources, are useful tools for gathering, analyzing, visualizing geo-spatial data [3][4]. Traditional GIS 
software in the market is expensive and difficult to master without corresponding knowledge. In 
addition, it is less flexible for geo-visualization and hard to manage and integrate big data from 
various data sources automatically. However, virtual globes are inexpensive and not hard to manage 
during the collection, analyzing and visualization of data. Since 2005, a remarkable number of 
research about the development and application in multiple areas of with virtual globe have been 
introduced in journals and proceedings from different disciplines [5]. With the highly development 
of virtual globe technology, navigational supporting should fully in use of it by incorporating the 
nautical traffic information within a 360° view to improve maritime safety. Virtual globe of a 3D 
view in navigation would be an important development, allowing navigators to precisely understand 
the real-time nautical situation in a more natural way.  
 Over the long history of the development of navigation assistance systems, researchers have 
accumulated effective methods of supplying navigation information [6]. With the development and 
broadcasting of GISs, the integration of a navigation assistance system and a GIS has been discussed 
by researchers from the study fields of marine transportation and computer sciences. Claramunt et al. 
introduced methodological and experimental results of several integrated projects that include traffic 
monitoring systems, GIS, and remote cooperation of several specializations in the field of aerial, 
terrestrial, and maritime transportation supporting real-time monitoring traffic conditions, 
simulations, and several functions to serve decision makers and final end users [7]. Goralski et al. 
proposed a new maritime navigation safety with geographic information system for the purpose of 
identifying the proper application of a marine GIS. The system employed the latest technologies in 
GIS technologies and tackle the human errors in the way of supplying assistance and decision 
support to mariners [8]. Some researchers have also taken up the challenge to produce a dynamic 
three-dimensional equivalent to the classical “Pilot Book,” which contains rules for navigation in the 
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proximity of individual harbors. Gold et al. summarized the challenges of the deployment of a 
“marine GIS,” along with the potential problems [9]. In order to ensure safe navigation for the object 
of monitoring, manipulation, and decision-assistance systems, some methodological and 
experimental results of several marine-related GIS projects have also been introduced. Shiotani et al. 
proposed a way of representing water depth information in ArcGIS for the stranding situation. They 
also made a case study of the presenting water depth information with ArcGIS inside Osaka Bay [10]. 
In subsequent research, they also proposed a way for the communicating information considering 
atmosphere, and oceans data using ArcGIS [11]. Peng et al. provided a navigation-assistance 
information distribution system that integrated GIS, GPS, AIS, and the World Wide Web. This was 
the first time that navigation-assistance information distribution was developed based on WEBGIS 
[12].  
 With these achievements, on the other hand, 3D information management and applications with 
virtual globe technology has also encountered many new challenges that need to be improved which 
is specifically described as follows: 
1 Multiple and massive variety of nautical information in 3D circumstance 
 VTS (Vessel Traffic Service) as the agency to perform the task, is a comprehensive platform system 
including information collection, analysis and processing, representing to operators, and 
management of all marine traffic related information. However, the advances in information 
processing and spreading technology in recent years have burden the volume of information 
monitored by VTS. Therefore, modern VTS are requested to satisfy the new port and sea 
transformation condition. Based on this, advanced, versatile and straightforward way of representing 
marine transporting information inside 3D circumstance is demanded by the marine transportation 
industry.  
2 The fast transmission and storage of the nautical information.  
Since speed and bandwidth of internet data transmission is limited, transferring 3D model in 
real-time will withdraw the efficiency and speed of the operation. The establishment of efficient 3D 
data model transmission is also a technical problem. 
3 The modeling and visualization of 3D nautical information 
 6 
 GIS visualization tool can help users to decide how to handle or configuration data for the expected 
result. Apart from performing data receiving and management nautical data in database, spatial 
analysis and 3D visualization of the real-time nautical data efficiently is also required. The 
visualization of different analyzing chart based on received data indicate abundant valuable 
knowledge, besides providing visual information; it also provides useful clues and shortens the query 
time for the subsequent analysis and data mining.  
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1.3 Research Motivation and Contents       
 In order to solve the problems above, it is important to develop a system utilizing multiple 
navigational tools with friendly user window which will help improve situation awareness by 
supplying access to reliable traffic and marine information; increase navigational safety in VTS 
regulated areas; improve human-machine interface, usability; accelerate the response time/problem 
solving abilities; improve the efficiency of decision making, and finally ensure navigational safety, 
reduce the risk of accidents. In this study, for fast processing, visualization and storing nautical data 
for the safety of the traffic, with the emergence of technology such as GIS and Virtual Globe-based 
3D visualization, authors brought a new idea of supplying and representing the nautical data in 
real-time inside virtual globe environment.   
 Authors developed two major applications as a case study to certify the versatile functions of 
Virtual Globe and GIS with .net language and applied the system in a university level research 
environment. By building an intercommunication system and displaying the navigation information 
in a virtual globe environment, this study supplied a new way for information exchanging and 
understanding the situation on the sea.  
 Case 1 is building an intercommunication system and displaying the navigation information in a 
virtual globe environment, this system supply a new method for situation awareness and information 
exchanging. This system is not designed to replace the existing nautical equipment such as ECDIS, 
but to use it as a combination with other devices to get efficient and comprehensive information. 
With the .net language, JavaScript language, NMEA instance data, and KML data format, the authors 
have developed data processing programs for integrating and interactive resources and functions for 
example, labeling, email, and intercom [6].Assist end users to perform interactive activities such as 
3D distance measurement and web camera monitoring with the auxiliary spatial analysis and video 
monitoring tools in this system. Taking appropriate action to avoid collision may be difficult, 
especially when features that could be seen from a bridge are obscured by bad lighting and weather, 
as most important information concerning navigational aid is only supplied on 2D charts (e.g., 
Electronic Chart Display & Information System (ECDIS)) or in paper pilot books. Therefore, 
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integrating all of the above elements and real-time nautical traffic information within a 360° view 
would be helpful to upgrade the level of maritime safety. Ship supporting assistance should exploit 
virtual globe technology in modern navigational world. As the further development of this case study, 
authors implemented AIS data inside the small craft navigating system as a complement and further 
update of the system. Based on the real-time GPS data, the system made query condition process 
from the AIS real-time database and generate the surrounding traffic situation in virtual globe 
environment. The surrounding ship models are generated based on the real-time AIS data such as 
ship type, length, navy status and dangerous cargo loading status. Also, planing routes, alerting 
function is also supplied inside the system. The surrounding traffic situation is updated in 3 seconds 
the GPS data of the own ship is updated in 1second. The relevant position and direction can be 
observed clearly. Also, the camera image of the 360°camera is also set from the ship operator’ sight 
of view which is supported by WI-FI that visualized in PC. Also, the experiment of navigating along 
the planning route is also operated during the experiment. The specific experiment situation is 
described in case 1. 
Case 2 brought a new idea of supplying and representing the AIS data of VTS in real-time inside 
virtual globe environment. Authors developed a 3D AIS monitoring system with .net language and 
applied the system in a university level research environment. By building an intercommunication 
system and displaying the navigation information in a virtual globe environment, this system supply 
a new way for information exchanging and understanding the situation on the sea. With this way of 
representing and analysis AIS data, not only users can understand the distribution of ships density 
which shows the ocean traffic spatial distribution [13], distribution of track, traffic volume which 
reflect the ability of route processing marine traffic and actual navigating situations, speed 
distribution, time pattern of traffic flow [14], we can also view the real-time representation of traffic 
situation in virtual globe environment. Due to the progress of new data processing techniques and 
virtual globe technology, and the widely use of AIS, information can be comprehended thoroughly 
and easily.  
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2 Electric chart technology  
2.1 E-Navigation                                                            
 With sophisticated and advanced development of the technology in navigation and communication 
systems, multiple technological support systems such as Automatic Identification System (AIS), 
Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS), Integrated Bridge Systems/Integrated 
Navigation Systems (IBS/INS), Automatic Radar Plotting Aids (ARPA), radio navigation, Long 
Range Identification and Tracking (LRIT) systems, Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) and the Global 
Maritime Distress Safety System (GMDSS) are supplied to mariners conveniently than ever before 
[1]. Consequently, the need to coordinate multiple technological instruments and systems is 
increasing. Also, the interface between human as a important element in the navigation operation and  
electric instruments is considered to be important. 
 E-navigation is the harmonized collection, integration, exchange, presentation and analysis of 
marine information on board and ashore by electronic means to enhance berth to berth navigation 
and related services for safety and security at sea and protection of the marine environment [2]. This 
concept is proposed by the IMO as a strategy in the motivation of increasing safety of navigation in 
use of scientific data integration on near shore area and vessels, and efficient data communication. 
The concept was brought up from maritime authorities of seven nations demanding the IMO’s 
Maritime Safety Committee to consider the development of an e-navigation strategy to the work 
programs [3]. The basic mechanism of E-Navigation is the electronic charts platform that support 
navigation with nautical information from different electric instruments in real-time, for example the 
obstacles in certain traffic lane and the specific information about the lane and obstacles can be 
supplied in virtual maps. Other navigating data can also be supplied such as position and movement 
of the ships which mainly obtained from GPS, GPNSS and external monitoring system such as AIS 
and LRIT can also be provided in the output of the virtual map. 
 The motivation of this study is born from the concept of the E-navigation. As one part of the 
 12 
E-navigation system, the visualization of the nautical data in 3D virtual globe environment is an 
indispensable component to harmonize the interface between human and machine. It must also be 
capable of corresponding to the different requirements for supplement of the vessel traffic control. 
For the Risk management and intervention of marine accidents, such as oil pollution and dangerous 
cargo pollution, the same display system on land is necessary. The E- navigation is not simply a 
combination of hardware and software, any new navigation systems, it also need to supply the best 
visulizataion for the users to recognization of the situation. 
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2.2 The development of GIS   
GIS software give users the option to make interactive queries, analyze temporal and spatial 
geographic data, edit different data in GIS maps, and visualize these data to the users. GIS is a term 
that integrate multiple query methods, processing technology and algorithm methods. This 
technology can be attached to many application area related to researching, transporting, business, 
logistics and managements [4][5][6]. As the foundation for location-related analyzing and 
visualizing services it is employed with many operations and the multiple applications of GIS is also 
connected to medical service, transport, managements, real estate [7].  
2.2.1 History of the Development of GIS 
1 In 1832, "Rapport sur la marche et les effets du choléra dans Paris et le département de la 
Seine[6]", which is also considered as one of the most famous and early applications of spatial 
analysis in epidemiology introduced the method of determining the cholera outbreak source by 
plotting depicting where the cholera victims lived [8]. 
2 With the development of photozincography layers representing different data source became the 
basic components of maps in early 20
th
 century. The concept of layers became the basic character 
features of GIS. 
3 In 1960, Canada Geographic Information System (CGIS) was developed by Dr.Roger Tomlinson 
from federal Department of Forestry and Rural Development, Ottawa, Ontario. This system is 
considered to be the world’s first operational GIS. CGIS was the first computer mapping that 
supplied overlay, measurement and digitizing [9]. 
4 Roger Tomlinson who is also the father of GIS, for his novelty of overlays in promoting the 
spatial analysis of convergent geographic data, provide the new term “geographic information 
system” in his study “A Geographic Information System for Regional Planning” in 1968 [10]. 
5 In 1964 Howard T. Fisher from Harvard Graduate School of Design (LCGSA 1965–1991), 
formed the Laboratory for Computer Graphics and Spatial Analysis. Most of the important 
theoretical concepts in spatial data handling we are using today were developed. Laboratory for 
Computer Graphics and Spatial Analysis had contributed software code and systems, such as 
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SYMAP, GRID, and ODYSSEY to universities, research centers and corporations worldwide in the 
1970s [11]. 
6 By the late 1970s, MOSS and GRASS GIS which were considered as the two domain public GIS 
were developed. 
7 In 1980s, as commercial vendors of GIS software, M&S Computing (later Intergraph) along with 
Bentley Systems Incorporated for the CAD platform, Environmental Systems Research Institute 
(ESRI) and MapInfo Corporation emerged, successfully incorporating many of the CGIS features. 
This generation of GIS systems successfully combined the separation of spatial and attributes 
information with organizing attribute data and developed into database structures [12]. 
8 In 1986, the first desktop GIS product, Mapping Display and Analysis System (MIDAS), 
emerged for the DOS operating system [13]. 
9 By the end of the 20th century, various systems had been consolidated and the platforms had 
become standardized, users on the internet started to editing and viewing geographic data over the 
Internet GIS [14]. 
2.2.2 GIS Applications: 
1 Open Geospatial Consortium standards 
The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) is an international industry consortium of 384 companies, 
government agencies, universities, and individuals participating in a consensus process to develop 
publicly available geoprocessing specifications [15]. This standards is defined by OpenGIS 
Specifications which made the diplex spatial information suppliant and confessable with all the 
applications. 
2 Web mapping 
Mapping applications such as Google Maps, Baidu Maps has been developing fast on the web. 
These websites supply massive public geographic data to users which accessed the website. Some of 
the companies supplied their API to enable the map users to create customized software and 
applications such as Google Maps, OpenLayers etc. These web site also supply panolama pictures as 
street view, satellite imagery, queries and multiple traffic tools routing planning. 
3 J-Marine GIS 
 15 
J -Marine GIS is supplied by the Japan Radio Co, Ltd. This system supplies a wide variety of 
navigating information such as the ship of state information, weather and traffic flow and radar 
image. Based on the proprietary technology, this system supplies the efficient and integrated 
collection of the marine data. This system tried to improve and solve various problems and 
monitoring the variety of ships and operation training for research and development purpose [16]. 
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2.3 Virtual Globe                 
 A virtual globe is a 3D application which provides the visualization of geographical features, 
manually made features, or abstract representations feature quantities, also offered users moving 
around in the virtual environment in freely viewing angle such as zooming and horizon tilting. In 
global scales, significant technological advancement request assessment tools that supplies 
measurement, monitoring, modelling analysis. Researching on multiple geographic scales 
necessitates processing and exploring tools on multiple data that can combine heterogeneous 
geo-spatial data, remote sensing and geographic information system. Virtual globes with no doubt 
meet the requirement for global geo-spatial information management and display. Virtual globes 
enable communication of users from all over the word with study results in a 3D global perspective 
[17]. The most straightforward way of employing virtual globe technology is overlaying own data 
(field collection, input multi-source data sets, processing, modelling results) on top of geographic 
background imagery to explore the geographical context. Furthermore, virtual globes supply 
efficient methods of visualizing and transferring the dynamic data processes, such as global climate 
change.  
Comparison of these applications are as following. 
There are many virtual globe applications available including open-source, freeware software. Major 
virtual globe application includes Nasa World Wind, Google Earth, Marble (KDE), Bing Maps and 
so on. These applications share comparable functions, for example, the satellite images, terrain maps, 
sea floor model, GPS integration, distance measurement and Wikipedia integration. The difference 
between them is listed as Table 2-1. 
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Table 2-1 The Comparison of Multiple Virtual Globe Application 
Virtual Globe Year Program/ 
Data License 
Multiple 
DB 
3D Model 
3D 
Graphics 
Buildings Terrain Sea Floor 
NASA  
World Wind 
2004 Open Source Yes Yes No Yes Yes 
Google Earth 2005 Freeware No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Marble (KDE) 2006 LGPL Yes No No No No 
Bing Maps 2006 freeware No Yes Yes Yes No 
osgEarth 2009 LGPL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
SOS Explorer 2015 freeware Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
 
 Among all the virtual globe applications, Google Earth is the most widely circulated and employed 
virtual globe application. Originally Google earth was called EarthViewer 3D which was created by 
Keyhole,Inc., acquired by Google in 2004. It accepted data to be incorporated into the system with 
flexible and multiple Keyhole Markup Language format. There are three versions of Virtual Globe 
supplied by Google namely Google Earth Free, Pro, Enterprise, listing in rising order of supported 
capabilities. As other virtual global applications, Google Earth also consist some limitation such as 
the inconsistency of image quality in Google Earth obstruct consistent analysis and quantitative 
measurement, insufficient analysis functionality and spatial simulation. As an improvement and 
supplement to solve the inconsistency image problem, a traditional method is to build users’ own 
data base with credible data sets also the analyzing functionality can be solved by KML format data, 
web map services and so on [17]. 
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3 Processing and updating method of massive navigation 
data information              
 To support maritime navigation and communications, from the traditional 2D Graphic Information 
System (GIS —Electronic Charting and Navigational Supporting System) to new real 3D specialized 
temporal application, sea authorities have discussed various specifications and technologies [1]. 
However, these methods have not sufficiently addressed the visualization of situations similitude to 
any other obstacles (e.g., other vessels’ nautical situations, bridges, and lighthouses). Taking 
appropriate action to avoid collision may be difficult, especially when features that could be seen 
from a bridge are obscured by bad lighting and weather, as most important information concerning 
navigational aid is only supplied on 2D charts (e.g., Electronic Chart Display & Information System 
(ECDIS)) or in paper pilot books. Therefore, integrating all of the above elements and real-time 
nautical traffic information within a 360° view would be helpful to upgrade the level of maritime 
safety. Ship supporting assistance should exploit virtual globe technology in modern navigational 
world.  
 Marine AIS transmitters such as GPS, AIS are equipped to vessels, shore stations for navigation, 
anti-collision systems, and other users [2]. Since AIS data contains real-time vessel and trajectory 
information, in recent years, it has become an advanced GPS device that equipped in the 
professional domain. By combining AIS data with that from other nautical equipment, such as 
ECDIS, captains are more aware of the situation around them when they use the status of 
neighboring vessels to avoid collisions. In recent research, AIS data has been employed to 
characterize ship traffic patterns and collision risks based on past routing data [3]. Also, collision 
risk analysis elements have also been evaluated based on the real-time data [4]. 
 The idea behind displaying AIS data inside a virtual globe was based on recent studies that have 
introduced virtual globe tools which will be used to integrate heterogeneous geospatial data [5][6]. 
Regarding the potentiality of Google Earth for supplying input data by saving KML objects 
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manually, Chien and Tan introduced KML outputs from the AnuGA hydrodynamic model made by 
an employer within the program [7].These output from the model are employed to visualize the 
dynamic data spatially and temporally, which offers the disaster management the awareness of the 
current situation [8]. Mochales et al. introduced a model of paleomagnetic data in virtual globes. The 
model provides coincidental visualization of local magnetic cones showing characterized data from 
diverse position and scales [9]. As an OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) standard, KML makes it 
possible to represent user-defined data sets in Google Earth [12]. In this study, KML has been 
employed as an appropriate data structure for incorporating and simultaneously visualizing real-time 
dynamic information regarding each ship.  
In this chapter, the authors discuss a method of modeling different types of nautical data including 
GPS, AIS, lighthouse, water depth, and other nautical data objects using KML in a virtual globe 
system.  
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3.1 The processing and storage method of GPS Data                             
3.1.1  Introduction of GPS data 
 NMEA (National Marine Electronics Association) is a principle data format supplied by normal 
GPS manufacturers. It enables interactive working between hardware and software for GPS users. 
NMEA-formatted GPS data also helps software developer by saving the time and finance to write 
different interface for different GPS receiver. The NMEA messages include diverse types 
corresponding different GPS receivers capabilities and can be transmitted through multiple 
communications interfaces such as RS-232, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and so on [13]. 
 The first word of the NMEA sentences is called data format which is the definition of the 
interpretation of the left sentence. As introduced before, NMEA includes multiple types, each data 
type has its only interpretation. Each type of sentence may supply a part of repeated information, but 
also adding new data of their own. Users and engineers of different GPS receivers can concentrate 
on data which contains the useful information and ignore the other sentences irrelevant. There are a 
lot of different kinds of sentences in the NMEA standard for multiple GPS devices that is useful in a 
Marine navigation environment. Table 3-1 is a list of common NMEA sentences.       
Table 3-1 Common NMEA sentences [14] 
Sentence Identifier Interpreted Sentences 
$GPGLL Geographic position, latitude / longitude 
$GPGSA GPS DOP and active satellites  
$GPR00 List of waypoints in currently active route 
$GPRMA  Recommended minimum specific Loran-C data 
$GPRMB Recommended minimum navigation info 
$GPRMC Recommended minimum specific GPS/Transit data 
$GPVBW  Dual Ground / Water Speed 
$GPZDA  Date & Time 
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3.1.2  Processing of GPS data 
 As introduced in 3.1.1, each type of NMEA message has its own structure, in this study, in order to 
represent bridge view and back up view from any ship in virtual globe environment, authors 
employed GPRMC sentence for the position, speed, true heading information and ignored the other 
sentences. GPRMC is NMEA’s own version of essential GPS position, velocity, time data. 
This message example was output from an RTK GPS receiver: 
$GPRMC,072551,A,3441.9732,N,13515.8937,E,5.6,79.4,091213,7.1,W,D*34 
 
Table 3-2  Description and Meaning of GPRMC Sentence 
Word Example Description Meaning 
072551 Fix taken at 07:25:51 UTC UTC Time：07:25:51 
Japan Time: 16:25:51 
A Status A=active or V=Void. Status: A active 
3441.9732 Latitude 34 deg 41.9732' N Latitude 34°41.9732'  
N North/South N=North 
13515.8937 Longitude 135 deg 15.8937 Longitude 135°15.8937'  
E East/West E=East 
5.6 Speed over the ground in knots 
000.0～999.9[knot] 
Speed: 5.6 knot 
79.4 Track angle in degrees True 
000.0～359.9° 
Heading：79.4° 
091213 Fix taken in 091213 UTC Date 
DDMMYY 
Date: 2013/12/09 
7.1 Magnetic Variation 000.0～
359.9° 
 
W,D*34 Check sum Check sum：D*34 
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3.1.3  Geographic representation of GPS data 
 Fig.3-1 is the structure of bridge view in the OGC structure, in KML format also called Camera. 
Camera tag defines the view (virtual camera) inside Google Earth that views the scene. This element 
defines the latitude and longitude of the camera relative to the Earth's surface and the viewing 
direction [15]. In our case, in order to keep a bridge, authors kept the Tilt tag in 90 degrees, and set 
Range into 120 degree as a human sight. The view position is defined by <longitude>, <latitude>, 
<altitude>. Bridge view KML source code is described in detail in AppendixCamera. Fig.3-2 is the 
bridge view based on the KML structure in virtual globe. 
 
 
Fig. 3-1 Data Structure of in Bridge View with KML Format 
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Fig. 3-2 Bridge View of Small Craft with GPS data in Virtual Globe Environment 
 
Fig.3-3 is the structure of back up view (any view can be described) in the OGC structure. The 
<LookAt> object tag is the viewpoint which is more limited in scope than <Camera>[15]. Back Up 
view KML source code is described in detail in AppendixBackUp. Fig.3-4 is the back-up view based 
on the KML structure in virtual globe. 
 
Fig. 3-3 Data Structure of in Back Up View with KML Format 
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Fig. 3-4 Back Up View of Small Craft with GPS data in Virtual Globe Environment 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2  The processing and storage method of AIS data  
3.2.1  Introduction of AIS data 
In vessels, navigation markers and some shore station, AIS transmitters are fitted as an 
irreplaceable instrument for navigation, anti-collision system and other users. AIS receivers report 
ASCII data packets as a byte stream over serial or USB lines, using the NMEA 0183 or NMEA 2000 
data formats. The RS422 variant of serial specified as a physical layer by NMEA 0183 is common in 
marine AIS packets, which have the introducer "!AIVDM" or "!AIVDO"; AIVDM packets are 
messages sent from other surrounding ships and AIVDO packets are messages sent from the ship 
herself [16]. 
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3.2.2  Processing of AIS data 
AIVDM/AIVDO protocol contains outer layer and inside layer. The outer layer is a variant of 
NMEA 0183 standard which is widely employed for data interchange in marine navigation systems. 
Here is a AIVDM data message:  !AIVDM,1,1,,A,16K8@I@01nac7ALCmmB=6bUT20Sg,0*13 
Table 3-3 Description and Meaning of !AVIDM Sentence [16] 
Field Description 
Field 1  “!AIVDM” AIVDM packet 
Field 2        “1” The count of fragments in the currently accumulating message. 
Field 3        “1” The fragment number of this sentence 
Field 4     “Null ” Sequential message ID for multi-sentence messages 
Field 5        “A” Radio channel code. 
Field 6  “16K8@...” Data payload Specific Decode Method is introduced in 
Appendix AIS Decode 
Field 7     “0*13” The number of fill bits requires to pad the data payload to a 6 
bit boundary, ranging from 0 to 5. (13) is the NMEA 0183 
data-integrity checksum for the sentence of the entire sentence 
including the AIVDM tag but excluding the leading "!" 
3.2.3  Geographic representation of AIS data 
 Traditional representation method of AIS involves plotting the ship’s positional data on ECDIS or 
other 2D charts using triangular icons. Except for the directional and positional icons, other detailed 
information is presented in text and listed at the side of the charts. Distinct from the 2D 
representations in ECDIS, AIS ship information is represented as 3D model inside virtual globe 
environment with every component of the AIS information graphically. 
 In Fig. 3-5, one KML document includes information of all the ships and the scene supposed to be 
viewed in the OGC structure. In each ship’s folder, the specific information, such as ship model, 
COG (Course Over the Ground) and HDG (True Heading) direction icons, and possible trajectory 
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routes, is collected in each Placemark Tag. Compared to the traditional 2D representation in ECDIS, 
this data constructor improves the visualization effects for complex dynamic trajectory and static 
vessel AIS data.  
 
Fig. 3-5 Data structure of multiple ships and detailed features in KML File 
 
 Fig.3-6 shows ship figures constructed by KML data in a virtual globe. The ship model shows that 
the ship is a training ship; the model size is also set based on the actual size of the ship. The yellow 
line and the direction icon we call HDG show the direction the ship’s bridge is facing. The light blue 
line and the direction icon labeled COG are the actual route of trajectory and the sailing direction, 
respectively. As we can tell from Fig.3-6 that the angle difference between the true heading and the 
course over ground can be visualized. Normally during marine navigation, each ship’s true heading 
is different from its course over ground, depending on the forward speed of the vessel in its medium, 
the drift speed in its medium, and the speed and direction of the wind or current. Under these 
differences, an angle between the HDG and COG will be generated. Sometimes, this angle can be 
misinterpreted by other ships’ sailors, leading to collisions. Therefore, besides the clearer 
visualization, the greatest reward of this 3D view compared to previous 2D map symbols is that the 
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direction component of each ship can be visualized. By using COLLADA models in KML to 
represent the AIS data, especially when bad lighting and weather obscure the view from the bridge, 
the intuitive visualization in virtual globe can help the crew or anyone monitoring the traffic 
situation to be able to visualize the real view from any angle on any ship. It should be clear to 
correspond this view with the real world while adding ship 3D models useful for navigation.  
 
 
Fig. 3-6 Training Ship Figure Constructed by KML Data in Virtual Globe 
 
 As a case study, the authors have created an evacuation simulation based on the AIS data after the 
Great East Japan Earthquake (2011) of Tokyo Bay Area in use of timestamp features and animations 
of KML. According to Liu et al, half an hour after the earthquake, most of the ships in Tokyo Bay 
started the avoiding tsunami actions such as anchoring inside of Tokyo Bay or evacuating outside the 
near land area. For the ships that preferred to anchor inside the bay area, since the speed of ships 
during anchor status is less than 3 knot, the movements of these ships are largely affected by the 
current of Tsunami [17]. In this simulation, one cargo ship was passing through the anchoring area 
under very low speed around 4 knots. Including the ship herself, the angles between the COG and 
HDG of the ships are changing irregularly. Since the ships’ true headings are totally different from 
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where the ships are moving to, this could cause serious misunderstanding for ships that navigated in 
or near the area. However, with the direction being clearly pointed out with the 3D, anyone with or 
without navigating experience can under the true navigating situation of each ship. This method 
would make an inexpensive but superior substitute to the chart plotters, in the absence of the 
ship-maneuvering simulators that are only available in crew operating training schools. Generally, 
sailing ships can receive compressed AIS information of surrounding vessels in 20NM. According to 
AIS protocol, ships are categorized into 100 types. In this study, vessels, nautical lighthouses, and 
obstacles such as bridges and tide preventive breakwaters are represented on COLLADA models. 
Vessel and lighthouse models were created in SketchUp, some models are downloaded and edited 
from 3D Warehouse [11]. These ship models gathered as a 3D database saved on a local device as 
shown in Fig.3-7. 
 
Fig. 3-7 Vessel Model Database 
 
 Taking advantage of user-defined data sets in the KML file, the authors also input all of the AIS 
data and the specific website from the AIS map of each ship inside the model’s property. As shown 
in Fig.3-8, Fig.3-9, Fig.3-10, sailors can check all of the relevant information from the property with 
just a click. This can help any crews—even with insufficient experience—to obtain enough 
information regarding the nautical environment in any sight or weather condition. 
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Fig. 3-8 Relevant Ship Information in the Model’s Sub-Property using KML 
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Fig. 3-9 Relevant Ship Information in the Model’s Sub-Property using KML 
 
 
Fig. 3-10 Relevant Ship Information in the Model’s Sub-Property using KML 
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 In addition to the convenience of measuring the distance of ships, by maintaining spatial 
connection and providing the required geographic information features, virtual globe also precisely 
expresses the relationships of nearby vessels; this is used for collision sensing and avoidance. 
Fig.3-11 shows the relative positions of our training ship and a tanker. In addition to checking the 
object from the bridge view (bottom left in Fig.3-11), it is free to check other ships’ models at any 
range and any angle without misinterpretation. To understand the relative positions from a birds-eye 
view, the top figure in Fig.3-11 is the view from a 651-m height, at -123°. Also, the distance 
between any obstacles can be measured. By taking advantage of the ruler function in Google Earth, 
we can tell from the bottom left figure that the distance between these two ships is 458 m, and the 
tanker ship is on the 87°direction from the training ship.  
  
 
Fig. 3-11 Views in Different Directions and Ranges 
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3.3  3D Models of Nautical Marking and Information 
3.3.1  3D Models of Nautical Lighthouse 
 As an indispensable aid to navigation, lighthouse is employed as a position mark, the beacon of the 
arriving route, the reef alert mark or even as a lighting function in the water. Therefore, the 
visualization of lighthouse not only needs to fully reflect the appearance features, but also has the 
extension function such as picture or text introduction when necessary. The data structure of 
lighthouse in KML format is showing as Fig.3-12. The data structure of lighthouse can be divided 
into two parts, one is the 3D model. The other is the model description which includes multiple data 
source such as text, image, video data. Fig.3-13, Fig.3-14, Fig.3-15 is showing the 3D Model and the 
Description of different light house in virtual globe environment. The character of lighthouse can 
fully take advantage of the compatible code and structure of KML format. Light house KML source 
code is described in detail in AppendixLighthouse. 
 
Fig. 3-12 Data Structure of Lighthouse 
 
Fig. 3-13 3D Model and the Description of Isolated Danger Marks Light House 
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Fig. 3-14 3D Model of Special Mark Light House inside Virtual Globe Environment 
 
 
Fig. 3-15 Description of 3D Model of Special Mark Light House with KML Format 
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3.3.2  3D visualization of Water Depth Data 
 Virtual globe not only allows one to display the dynamic AIS models as a layer with KML but also 
supports the visualization of multiple geographic data, such as bathymetry data and nautical traffic 
data overlaid together. The coastal landscape and building models are supplied selectively. Programs 
are employed to generate the KML shoreline line data, the low water line, and the depth contour and 
are calculated and generated with the ENC (Electronic Navigational Chart) water depth data. By 
displaying these layers separately or together, useful information can be appropriately supplied 
without being overly concentrated.  
 
 
Fig. 3-16 Data Structure of Lighthouse 
 
 Fig.3-16 is the data structure of water depth data in KML format referred as Poly line data. As the 
bathymetric data is discontinuous point data with coordinates and depth data inside, authors 
employed LineString tag to integrate all the consequent points data in certain area, constructed the 
whole poly line water depth data. Fig.3-17 is the AIS data overlaying the traffic area (the Akashi 
Route) based on information from the Japan Coast Guard. Light house KML source code is 
described in detail in AppendixWaterdepth. 
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Fig. 3-17 Description of 3D Model of Special Mark Light House with KML Format 
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3.3.3  3D visualization of other Nautical Data 
 As introduced before, other maritime related data can also be visualized in virtual globe 
environment. This method can also be used in other nautical data such as meteorological data such 
as typhon, tides, wave etc. This type of large scale data is more suitable for virtual globe 
environment. In some cases, this kind of meteorological or air pollution distribution can be 
combined with 3D ship models which helped to discover the impact of external forces on vessels, 
this system can also help to perform the remote observation, simulation analysis, and forecasting. In 
this study, authors employed integrated polygons to represent each 1km *1km emissions volume of 
NOx. Fig.3-18 is the data structure of NOx emission distribution. All the grids are integrated by a 
container tag which is for zero or more geometries associated with the same polygon feature. 
LinearRing tag which defines a closed line string, especially the boundary of a feature of Polygon, 
also it can be used to create grids [15]. Light house KML source code is described in detail in 
AppendixNox. 
 
 
Fig. 3-18 Data Structure of NOx emission distribution 
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Fig. 3-19 Description of NOx emission distribution with KML Format 
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4 Construction and Integration of Navigation system based 
on Virtual Globe  
 Based on the technology mentioned before, author developed three platforms as a case study, and 
verified the practicality of the platforms based on different experiments. The first Virtual 
Globe-based navigation assistance system is Virtual Globe-based 3D visualization stand-alone 
application for small craft navigating. With the .net language, JavaScript language, GPS NMEA 
instance data, and KML data format, the authors have developed data processing programs for the 
function of integrating attributed resources and interactive other multiple functions such as email and 
so on.  
 The second small craft navigating assistance system is also a stand-alone platform developed 
with .net language, .Net GMap, Virtual Globe, AIS (AVIDO, AVIDM) data, KML data format. The 
database and 3D environment is integrated by the .net language. Other functions such as labeling, 
email and intercom as small craft navigating assistance system is also realized by this system.  
 In the first and second part of this section, author introduced the construction of a Virtual 
Globe-based navigation assistance system. The integrated system work processes and architecture of 
the Virtual Globe-based navigation assistance system are also elaborate. In section 3, author made a 
performance experiment based on the method we mentioned in this paper and the result and errors 
have been shared. Last but not least, the conclusions and future of this system have been introduced. 
The third system is a 3D AIS monitoring system supplying and visualization the AIS data of VTS in 
real-time inside virtual globe environment developed with .net language and applied the system in a 
university level research environment. By building an intercommunication system and displaying the 
navigation information in a virtual globe environment, this system supplies a new way for 
information exchanging and understanding the situation on the sea. With this way of representing 
and analysis AIS data, not only users can understand the distribution of ships density which shows 
the ocean traffic spatial distribution [1], distribution of track, traffic volume which reflect the ability 
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of route processing marine traffic and actual navigating situations, speed distribution, time pattern of 
traffic flow [2], users can also view the real-time representation of traffic situation in virtual globe 
environment. Due to the progress of new data processing techniques and Virtual Globe technology, 
and the widely use of AIS, information can be comprehended thoroughly and easily.  
 In section 3, author first introduced the construction of the system and the data storage, knowledge 
query algorithm inside the system. And then authors introduced 2D and 3D visualization of real-time 
AIS data in GIS. Specifically, authors introduced speed and navy status distribution, NOx air 
emission distribution, hazard cargo vessels distribution and 3D Models inside Virtual Globe 
environment as a usage example to show the specific function and application range of this system. 
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4.1 Small Craft Navigation System Overview        
4.1.1  System Framework Design 
4.1.1.1 Construction of a Virtual Globe-based navigation assistance system  
The navigation assistance system proposed in this paper provides real-time navigational 
information through a virtual 3D environment and real-time video Web camera. With this 
information system, both the small craft and the manager (on land) can obtain current geographic 
information regarding the craft. The major tasks of this framework can be listed as following: 
1 The systems on both sides should be running on separate computer environments that are 
convenient for craft-side users to get connected with the monitoring-side users from any remote 
location through the Internet. 
2 The systems on both sides should provide a 3D vision that inherits the visualization effects and 
part of the maneuvering function of Virtual Globe tools such as Google Map/Earth. Users on both 
sides can change the visualization of their system for better understanding and acknowledgment of 
the geographic environment. 
3 Various other channels should be provided for users on both sides, such as video surveillance 
(visual information assistance), an intercom, and labeling [3]. In this way, managers on the land side 
can give orders or provide advice based on the 3D and video information received from the Internet. 
 
4.1.1.2 Architecture of the Virtual Globe-based navigation assistance system 
The Virtual Globe-based navigation assistance system is constructed based on the Virtual Globe 
(Google Earth API), wireless communication networks, Web cameras, and GPS (Global Positioning 
System). In this research, GPS provides continuous positioning and timing information during 
navigation. The GPS receiver employed in this study is GARMIN GPSmap60CSx. The update rate 
is 1 per second, the maximum horizontal accuracy is less than 33 feet, and the WAAS Position 
Accuracy is less than 16 feet [4]. Both notebook computers and desktop computers are Windows 
environments. The Web camera is AXIS. 
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A brief description of the Virtual Globe-based navigation assistance system architecture is 
illustrated in Fig.4-1. In this stage of the study, two applications ran separately on a notebook 
computer on the experimental craft and on the manager’s desktop computer on land. First, the 
system on the boat continuously received geographic information from the GPS receiver. After 
decoding the NMEA sentence, it sent the valid data to the manager’s application on land through a 
wireless router. Both the boat and the manager can use the valid data to zoom into the current 
location of the boat using the 3D Google Earth interface from any angle. In addition to the 
visualization in the Virtual Globe environment, both sides’ applications can also check real-time 
video through the wireless router.  
 
 
Fig. 4-1 Virtual Globe-based navigation assistance system architecture 
  
4.1.1.3  Integrated system work processes 
The Virtual Globe-based navigation assistance system, a Windows-based software, work by 
executing several processes and functions, as seen in Fig.4-2. When the system is launched, first, 
both the ocean and land sides of the system load Google Earth 3D graphic engine and Google Maps 
html as two graphics interfaces. Second, both sides establish a connection, based on a TCP protocol, 
to each other for preparing the data transition. After starting the GPS receiver on the boat side of the 
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system, the inner process will automatically write the raw GPS NMEA data into one of the windows 
inside the system and a .TXT file on the local hard drive of the ocean side. Every time a new line of 
NMEA data is received by the GPS receiver, the system judges whether this is a GPRMC sentence 
with valid geographic information. If it is not, the system will come back to the first step of receiving 
a new data sentence. Otherwise, the system will decode this sentence and extract from the sentence 
information regarding the time, coordinates, speed, and direction. Immediately, this decoded 
information will be sent to the land-side system from the boat-side system. Both the ocean and the 
land sides automatically update the geographical information inside the KML and HTML files when 
valid new geographical data is decoded. Finally, both sides of the system can simultaneously realize 
the 3D and 2D visualization in real-time. Fig.4-2 is the processes of the assistance. After receiving a 
new sentence with valuable information, system will first decode it, and extract the Time, Position, 
Speed and Course data. System will use the data to update the virtual geographic environment, 
meanwhile send the data to the manager’s computer on the land (as left down box). 
 
 
Fig. 4-2 Processes and functions of the assistance system 
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4.1.2  Database Design  
As basic data transition architecture, Google earth is based on server-client geographic information 
system architecture. The system’s scenario is when the client requesting data based on a certain 
geographical information, the requests will be retrieved in the server side with a database as a 
response, and finally the geo-information can be visualized in virtual scene (Google Earth) [5]. In 
this study, applications of users on both sides (ocean and land) are showing the organized data layers. 
Each layer contains content from different database. For example, the public geographic database 
was managed for the purpose of retrieving data information, so that Google Earth component and 
Google Map html window browser are used both sides of the windows only for visualization of the 
morphology of the ground. 3D models of significant landmarks such as ports and bridges are from 
the local custom database. Even though Google Earth also supply the simple 3D models of the 
buildings at coast, but the position and size of these models are not sufficient, also the satellite image 
of Google Earth only update in one year and a half, author need to make the 3D model database of 
the coast line. In this study, author made the 3D model with Sketchup base on the actual construct 
map. Synthesized images had been created based on the projection of the layers onto the same 
geographic position when all the layers are presented [6]. Database distribution diagram is presented 
in Fig.4-3. 
 
Fig. 4-3 Database distribution diagram 
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4.1.3  Performance and stability test  
To evaluate the performance of the system, we conducted several experiments while sailing our 
experimental craft around Kobe University’s Fukae Campus Maritime Science pond. The method of 
the experiment is very simple. First author sail the experimental small craft MukoMaru around 
equipped with a GPS receiver, laptop computer, wireless router, and a web camera. While sailing in 
the experimental area, the laptop computer should receive and decode the GPS NMEA data and send 
the decoded data to manager on land by wireless rooter. Also in order to compare the similarity in 
virtual environment with actual environment, the laptop computer was also installed the virtual 
environment navigation assistant system. So authors on the craft can compare how different the 
models can be seen from the reality and check if the system is working correctly. The authors on 
land can check the situation on ship by both the virtual environment and web camera and compare 
the frame in virtual environment and web camera to see if the system is working correctly. 
 Fig.4-4 shows the instrument settings on the experiment craft. A Web camera was placed at the 
front of the craft bridge at the height of a little lower than the operator’s sight. So that the camera can 
record the view which can be seen from the bridge. This can supply the actual nautical situation of 
image in real-time. A GPS receiver was placed on the left side of the boat and connected to the 
laptop computer by a USB cable. Both the Web camera and the laptop computer were connected to 
the manager’s computer on land by a wireless router.  
 
Fig. 4-4 Experimental instrument settings on the craft 
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 Fig.4-5 shows the route and four highlight points (yellow points A, B, C, D) of the experiment. The 
reason these four points are so important for our experiment is that, while passing through these 
conspicuous structures, it is easier to measure whether our system is transferring accurate 
information since signals are more easily blocked or delayed when passing under the structures. 
Author can be confident of the signals in other wider places if the information is transferred 
precisely in these areas. 
 
Fig. 4-5 Route of the Muko Maru craft in this experiment
 
Fig.4-6 ~ Fig.4-9 are screen captures from the manager’s computer on the land side when author 
passed through C (Rokko Island Bridge [Hanshin Expressway No. 5 Gulf Line]) at 15:49. From the 
laptop, the authors on the craft could check the changes on the 3D virtual screen. With the display of 
the 3D virtual circumstances changing, geodata were also sent from this laptop to the manager’s 
computer. By checking the real-time situation with the 3D virtual circumstances and the Web camera, 
managers on land can fully understand the traffic situation of the small craft and give appropriate 
orders to the crews on the craft. However, author can tell there are some slight differences in the 3D 
virtual circumstance scene, such as in Fig.4-6 ~ Fig.4-9, where the distance from the bridge to the 
scene on the left side is closer than the distance on the right side. Please check the experiment video 
in attachment file as Video Clip. 
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Fig. 4-6 3D virtual circumstance scene 
 
Fig. 4-7 3D virtual circumstance scene 
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Fig. 4-8 3D virtual circumstance scene 
 
 
Fig. 4-9 3D virtual circumstance scene 
  
 Fig.4-10 ~ Fig.4-12 is the screen captured when author passed through B in Fig.4-5 (Higashikanabe 
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Ohashi Bridge) heading back to A in Fig.4-5 (departing and landing port, Fukae Campus) at 17:25. 
Muko Maru (white small craft with three rings around )was about to landing and passing through a 
very narrow place, on the left, there was the breakwater, on the right side was Training ship 
FukaeMaru (on the day of our experiment she was anchoring there, we made the model before as a 
obstacle). The 3D model of our experiment craft was designed with 3 distance radius in order to 
quickly measure the distance from the obstacle to the experiment craft. Author can tell from the 
image on the web camera that, in reality it was very dark outside, with human eyes it was hard to 
recognize the buildings around. However, all the buildings in the virtual environment can be seen 
clearly. The distance between our experimental small craft and the obstacles can also be measured.  
 
 
Fig. 4-10  3D virtual circumstance scene in the night view 
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Fig. 4-11 3D virtual circumstance scene in the night view 
 
 
Fig. 4-12 3D virtual circumstance scene in the night view 
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Experiment 1 Performance evaluation 
In Fig.4-13, the time difference between the experiment’s notebook computer with the GPS receiver 
and the desktop computer on land with a GPS receiver is shown. The time difference is due to the 
performance and the network status. Also, the size of the 3D models inside the local database has an 
effect on both the time and presentation of the scene effect. Some position errors also appeared 
inside the Virtual Globe scene during the navigation experiment. Seventy-three percent of the 
difference is 0 seconds; 25% is 1second; 2% is more than 2seconds. Meanwhile, 99% of the 
difference between the boat’s laptop and the desktop computer on land with GPS is 0seconds; 1% is 
more than 0 seconds. 
 
 
Fig. 4-13 The time difference between the laptop and manager’s computer to the GPS receiver 
 
Users on the boat side (left) feel that they are moving faster than does the manager on the right side 
(right). The authors tried to use the same models in both sides of the system; the <camera range> tag 
in the KML file has also been set at the same number (60 degrees). By checking the latitude and 
longitude data on both sides, they are showing the same number at the same time. However, there is 
a different rendering effect on both sides with Google Earth. The authors consider that even though 
the text GPS data can be transferred to the land through the Internet in less than 1 second (the time 
difference analysis will be presented in the next paragraph), the time difference still causes a slight 
delay in the image on the land side. 
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Disruptions and delays in signals happened in the three areas in Fig.4-14. At A and B point, delay 
of 3-5 seconds happened, the time data in the system. The reason for the delaying is that two large 
bridges blocked the signals. However the signal was disrupted in point. Many factories are located at 
the shore near C point. Authors can’t explain what reason caused the disruption.   
 
 
Fig. 4-14 Positions which shown blocked signals in the experiment route. 
In order to investigate the validity of the performance and functionality of the system and 
experiment, a questionnaire survey was conducted 45 students among third year navigating course of 
Kobe University. The participants were asked their evaluation on the various aspects of this 
experiment. There were 6 questions were presented. Each question was presented on 1-5 scale with 
1-5 representing Excellent, Agree, Normal, Disagree, Terrible [7]. The T-tests was compared the 
mean to the neutral value of 3. The overall significance criterion was set at P ( Representing Overall 
Significance Criterion) <0.1. The significant finding with a positive t-vale indicates positive 
evaluation on each question. The questions are as follows. 
 Question 1, 3D around/bridge view of the ship in real-time 
Question 2, 2D routing on 2D map 
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Question 3, Evaluation on the Real-time web-camera 
Question 4, Evaluation on the representation on the Basic Navigation Information 
Question 5, Evaluation on the Landing information assistance at night 
Question 6, Comprehensive Evaluation  
 
Analysis result: 
Table 4-1 One-Sample Statistics 
 N Mean Std. Deviation 
Std. Error 
Mean 
Question1 45 4.1778 .80591 .12014 
Question2 45 4.2667 .78044 .11634 
Question3 45 4.2889 .75745 .11291 
Question4 45 4.1111 .85870 .12801 
Question5 45 4.3333 .73855 .11010 
Question6 45 4.3333 .70711 .10541 
 
Table 4-2 One-Sample Test 
 
Test Value = 3 
t 
degrees of 
freedom Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 
Difference 
90% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 
Question1 9.804 44 .000 1.17778 .9759 1.3796 
Question2 10.887 44 .000 1.26667 1.0712 1.4621 
Question3 11.415 44 .000 1.28889 1.0992 1.4786 
Question4 8.680 44 .000 1.11111 .8960 1.3262 
Question5 12.111 44 .000 1.33333 1.1483 1.5183 
Question6 12.649 44 .000 1.33333 1.1562 1.5104 
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The evaluation of the system suggests valuable potential for the navigating assistance system. The 
Participant students suggest that the system enhance the awareness of surrounding water situation 
around the operating ship, especially in poor visibility. The option of displaying different layers 
according to their own needs has brought many new ideas such as the displaying of navigation 
information of other surrounding ships, course line, weather changes were also suggested to add in 
the future updating of this system.  
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4.2 Small Craft Navigation System AIS implemented  
4.2.1  System Framework Design 
As the AIS implemented Virtual Globe-based navigation assistance system, when both sides 
establish a connection, every time a new line of NMEA data is received by the GPS receiver, the 
position and time data of the GPS is set as query condition, to search the surrounding AIS data from 
the real-time AIS database. By combining AIS containing spatial and temporal characteristics with 
Virtual Globe environment and data management system, the small craft navigation system with AIS 
implemented is constructed. The algorithm of data querying system is shown in Fig.4-15. While the 
small craft navigating in the near sea, the GPS receiver obtains the self position data in real-time, 
meanwhile, the AIS receiver keeps updating in 1 sec rate and decodes and saves the AIS data inside 
AIS database. Based on the GPS and AIS navigating data, the system generates the KML geographic 
data and 3D visualization will be presented in the system. 
  
 
Fig. 4-15 Algorithm of data querying flow inside the Small Craft Navigating System 
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4.2.2  Performance  
 Fig.4-16 is showing the visualization of 3D Vessel models based on AIS Data, four ship which were 
two ferry ships and two cargo ships in red circles are the ships based on real-time AIS data querying 
under the condition of the range of 1 km concentrated on the small craft. The ship type of and the 
size, direction, navigating status are made based on the actual ship information. This is the view 
when the small craft turning west to the Sannomiya direction, the traffic situation around Muko maru 
in 3 kilometers. The red triangle represents the Muko maru, other ships surrounding the Muko maru 
are represented in blue triangle in the 2D map. The view of the 3D range is set to the bridge view 
which can also be settled in other angle under the users’ need. 
 
 
Fig. 4-16 Visualization of 3D Vessel models based on AIS Data 
 
 Fig.4-17 is showing the small craft 3D models inside the planning route, the blue line is presenting 
the true heading of the small craft from the back up bird view. Fig.4-18 is the small craft navigated 
around the planned dangerous area which was set around the bridge foot. The information of the 
dangerous area just like other navigating sign can be obtained inside the Google Earth system. 
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Fig. 4-17 Planning Route 
 
 
Fig. 4-18 Small Craft Navigated Around the Planned Dangerous Area. 
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4.3 AIS Monitor System          
4.3.1  System Framework Design and Database Design 
By combining AIS containing spatial and temporal characteristics with Virtual Globe environment 
and data management system, author devised a way to put the searching result in visualization forms 
and further analysis in 2 dimensional and three dimensional GIS condition which helped to provide 
decision-making foundation for marine traffic management. This study employed the AIS reception 
bureau located inside Graduate school of Maritime Science Kobe University imitating the VTS in 
Kobe harbor Bureau. In order to receive AIS message and transfer it through RS-232 interface to 
PC’s SQL Server 2008 database server as the data storage platform, author developed computer 
programs to integrate with Visual Basic.Net 2010. The algorithm of data querying system is shown 
in Fig.4-19. For processing the analysis and visualization of the temporal and spatial AIS data, after 
receiving and decoding the AIS data, author distinguished the relevant information and stored in 
database system. The data storage and data representing system are controlled by two separating 
processes. One process controls the database updating work, which kept the last 30 minutes AIS data 
storage handling dynamic data and static data separately. The other process controls the monitor 
process which contains the 2D and 3D representing panels. Each panel makes different queries and 
calculations from the database based on the visualizing condition and generates 2D/3D geographic 
data file for the visualization of the AIS data in different panels. This kind of real-time investigation 
and management of sea transportation situation is very significant as a decision support references 
resource. And since the received data can be stored in the database, it is also available for re-resented, 
analyzed based on different time units. This kind of marine traffic survey can also improve the port 
and waterway facility, and supplement the waterway traffic control.  
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Fig. 4-19 Algorithm of data querying flow inside the Monitor System 
 
4.2.2  Main function Design  
Visualization is a powerful descriptive method to comprehend and exploring navigating data result. 
Visual display of the text message is an effective method to understand the AIS message information. 
Before data mining process, appropriate visualization tools can help users to manage the entire data 
trend. GIS visualization tool can help users to decide how to handle or configuration data for the 
expected result. Apart from performing data receiving and management AIS data in database, this 
program also provide the spatial analysis and 3D visualization of the real-time AIS data. These 
distribution charts indicate abundant valuable knowledge, besides providing visual information; it 
also provides useful clues and shortens the query time for the subsequent analysis and data mining.  
For the 2Dvisualization, author employed GMap.NET libraries [8] inside the system. For the 2D 
visualization, author abandoned the third part code base for querying and translating Google maps 
xml data since the AIS data volume is too huge to represent in one second updating rate. It is great 
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and powerful, free, cross platform, open source .NET control. From the spatial distribution of ship 
position trackers inside observation area, the overall traffic status can be observed. By changing 
display conditions, some specific spatial relation of the traffic flow in any scale can be observed. On 
the other hand, the 3D visualization is made by the Virtual Globe environment (Google Earth 
API)[9], as introduced in part 1, the development of Virtual Globe technology has provided easy 
method to communicate geospatial data, more effectively to research and application field. Google 
Earth in research projects are widely used as data visualization, data collection, data exploration, 
data integration, modelling and simulation, validation, communication/dissemination of research 
results and decision support platform [10]. 
1)  Speed and navy status distribution in real-time. 
The AIS raw message data contain static, dynamic and navigation information. At different time 
intervals and sailing conditions, each of the message data above is flushed and updated automatically. 
Even though there are 22 types of voyage messages in AIS raw message, in this study, author 
decoded dynamic message 1, 2 and 3 and static message 5 messages inside the system. Fig.4-20 is 
showing the distribution of transportation based on different velocity level and navy status. In this 
way, author was able to display further navigation information in real-time route distribution. The 
velocity difference is equally separated in 4 levels representing in graduated coolers. And author can 
tell that ships with velocity between 8 to 16 knot is mainly occupied the inland sea. This way of 
representing AIS data, besides intuitive information, it can also bring subsequent study or supply 
profitable hints for data analyzing, saving querying time. 
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Fig. 4-20 Distribution of transportation based on velocity level 
2)  NOx distribution based on AIS data in real-time. 
 With the speed and ship length data of each vessel inside real-time AIS data, the emissions volume 
of NOx and SOx can be calculated. Distribution of the emission volume of NOx and SOx were 
calculated on 1km*1km mesh. The result is assigning different graduated coolers to different 
geographic grids. Author used equal interval to divide up the air NOx and SOx emission, assigning 
each four classification to each interval. Fig.4-21 ~ Fig.4-23 are the NOx distribution onside Seto 
Inland Sea, Harima Bay, Kii Bay. As we can tell from Fig.4-21 ~ Fig.4-23 the most polluted area is 
around the entrance of Akashi Bridge. Also, the emission level is relatively high around the major 
ports of Osaka bay. In this way, the real-time monitoring of air emissions generated by the ships can 
be implemented. This method can also be used in other weather data such as typhon, tides etc. In 
some dangerous moment, this kind of weather or air pollution distribution can be combined with 3D 
ship models which helped to find the impact of external forces on ships, this system can also help to 
perform the remote observation, simulation analysis, and forecasting. 
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Fig. 4-21 NOx distribution based on AIS data onside Seto Inland Sea in real-time 
 
 
Fig. 4-22 NOx distribution based on AIS data onside the Sea of Harima in real-time 
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Fig. 4-23 NOx distribution based on AIS data onside Kii Channel in real-time 
3)  Distribution of Hazard vessels in real-time  
 Fig.4-24 is showing the distribution of vessels that loads hazard cargos. This way can help the 
monitors of VTS to control the overall situation of the transformation situation, especially when the 
hazard material leaking accidents happened, this system will help to prevent the multiple leaking 
simultaneously, and forecast the dangerous material leaking area. The forecast simulation can even 
be shown in real-time with proper calculating algorithm. 
 
Fig. 4-24 Distribution of vessels that loads hazard cargo 
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4) 3D Models inside virtual globe environment  
 Another innovation of this system is that any ship represented inside the 2D Gmap can be further 
represented virtually in Google Earth environment from different view and in different angle. As 
shown in Fig.4-25, each point is representing a ship navigating in the Kii Channel area, when the 
point is clicked, the real-time navigating information will show simultaneously in 2D map and 3D 
map on the right side. The surrounding traffic status is also perspicuous and intelligible. The traffic 
status can be understood under any sight condition, help to reduce the risk of collision with other 
ships in any blurred vision. The specific navigating status is centralized in the ship models inside 
Virtual Globe environment. The length, width, ship-type, COG, HDG, relative distance with each 
other are all based on the actual AIS real-time data. Fig.4-25 is showing a navigating tanker model 
and her navy status inside Google Earth. Fig.4-26 is showing the a Ferry, mooring inside a port. 
 
 
Fig. 4-25 3D Model of Tanker Under Engineering Status 
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Fig. 4-26 3D Model of Ferry Ship under Mooring Status 
 
 
Fig. 4-27 Model of Fukae Maru under Engineering status 
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Fig. 4-28 3D Model of Cargo Under Engineering Status 
 
In the future, the received data will be more abundant and the application domains of this research 
would be more widespread. The application domains can range from current VTS, marine traffic 
engineering, global traffic flow study to homeland security. At present, this research uses 
commercial vessels with AIS installed as the research subject. This does not truly reflect the actual 
shipping situation as there are still some ships that with no AIS installed. However, this can be 
improved through installation of Class B AIS Transceiver. It is possible that, due to instrument 
failure or human error, received AIS data may contain erroneous data or anomalous values. Such 
information would affect the results analyzed. Future research needs to design a more intelligent 
method to process and analyze data. Also, additional spatial information of every grid, such as 
current speed, tide, geology and meteorology can be spatially joined into the dynamic data table to 
generate new derived attribute values. More complex relationship between investigations and model 
construction could be performed. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 By combining techniques such as Geographic Information System (GIS), Virtual Globe, database 
management systems, AIS data decoding and integrating, the author developed three major 
applications as a case study to certify the versatile functions of Virtual Globe and GIS with .net 
language and applied the system in a university level research environment. Case 1 is building an 
intercommunication system and displaying the navigation information in a Virtual Globe 
environment. The second case of the study, authors implemented AIS data inside the small craft 
navigating system as a complement and further update of the study. In case 3 authors developed a 3D 
AIS monitoring system with .net language and applied the system in a university level research 
environment. By building an intercommunication system and displaying the navigation information 
in a virtual globe environment, this system supplies a new way for information exchanging and 
understanding the situation on the sea.  
The employment of Virtual Globe could also be used for port management, especially during bad 
weather or in emergencies such as earthquakes. Vessels can be more easily monitored and directed 
with help from this system. Interesting insights can also be obtained as well as an understanding of 
sea area with respect to navigation conditions such as ship distribution density, distribution of 
dangerous ships, speed distribution and air pollution pattern. In the future this study can be further 
upgraded in to the applications of smart phones for the users’ convenience.  
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AppendixCamera 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<Document> 
<Name>camera</Name> 
<open>1</open> 
<Camera> 
<longitude>135.289578</longitude> 
<latitude>34.705593</latitude> 
<heading>18.0</heading> 
<tilt>90</tilt> 
<range>140</range> 
<altitude>5</altitude> 
<altitudeMode>absolute</altitudeMode> 
</Camera> 
</Document> 
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AppendixBackUp 
C:\Users\ScienceGirl\Desktop\SourceCode\C#\1208GPSDataClient\0705GPSDataClient\bin\Debug\20143411427UpViewKML.kml 
2015 年 11 月 5 日 22:17 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<Folder> 
<name>ModelCamera</name> 
<LookAt> 
<longitude>140.291442</longitude> 
<latitude>34.717593</latitude> 
<altitude>0.3</altitude> 
<heading>180</heading> 
<tilt>40.53032088319</tilt> 
<range>40.2819401994</range> 
</LookAt> 
<Placemark> 
<name>MukoBoat</name> 
<Style id="default" /> 
<Model id="model_13"> 
<altitudeMode>relativeToGround</altitudeMode> 
<Location> 
<longitude>140.291442</longitude> 
<latitude>34.717593</latitude> 
<altitude>1.5</altitude> 
</Location> 
<Orientation> 
<heading>180</heading> 
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<tilt>0</tilt> 
<roll>0</roll> 
</Orientation> 
<Scale> 
<x>0.5</x> 
<y>0.5</y> 
<z>0.5</z> 
</Scale> 
<Link> 
<href>Muko.dae</href> 
</Link> 
<ResourceMap> 
<Alias> 
<targetHref>untitled/texture.jpg</targetHref> 
<sourceHref /> 
</Alias> 
<Alias> 
<targetHref>untitled/texture_0.jpg</targetHref> 
<sourceHref /> 
</Alias> 
</ResourceMap> 
</Model> 
</Placemark> 
</Folder> 
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Appendix AIS Decode 
AIVDM/AIVDO Payload Armoring 
http://catb.org/gpsd/AIVDM.html 
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AppendixLighthouse 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2" 
xmlns:gx="http://www.google.com/kml/ext/2.2" 
xmlns:kml="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2" 
xmlns:atom="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom"> 
<Document> 
<name>SpecialMark.kml</name> 
<Style id="sh_ylw-square"> 
<IconStyle> 
<scale>0.590909</scale> 
<Icon> 
<href>http://maps.google.com/mapfiles/kml/paddle/ylw-square.png</href> 
</Icon> 
<hotSpot x="32" y="1" xunits="pixels" yunits="pixels"/> 
</IconStyle> 
<ListStyle> 
<ItemIcon> 
<href>http://maps.google.com/mapfiles/kml/paddle/ylw-square-lv.png</hr
ef 
> 
</ItemIcon> 
</ListStyle> 
</Style> 
<Folder> 
<name>特殊标示</name> 
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<open>1</open> 
<description><![CDATA[Created with <a 
href="http://sketchup.com">SketchUp</a>]]></description> 
<LookAt> 
<longitude>135.2926735167</longitude> 
<latitude>34.71626046718</latitude> 
<altitude>28.81665810693</altitude> 
<heading>163.0072245193</heading> 
<tilt>84.12660323857</tilt> 
<range>311.1674392645</range> 
</LookAt> 
<Placemark> 
<name>SpecialMark</name> 
<description><![CDATA[<img src= 
"http://www6.kaiho.mlit.go.jp/11kanku/04service/update/fuhyoushiki/bou
y/kiir 
otok.jpg" 
/>特殊標識確認用 
塩谷研究室]]> 
</description> 
<LookAt> 
<longitude>135.2926449853615</longitude> 
<latitude>34.71708432855975</latitude> 
<altitude>0</altitude> 
<heading>-4.250064763356554e-005</heading> 
<tilt>28.82376800299971</tilt> 
<range>163.37335641029</range> 
<gx:altitudeMode>relativeToSeaFloor</gx:altitudeMode> 
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</LookAt> 
<styleUrl>#msn_ylw-square</styleUrl> 
<Point> 
<gx:drawOrder>1</gx:drawOrder> 
<coordinates>135.2923931993617,34.71716776266591,0</coordinates> 
</Point> 
</Placemark> 
<Placemark> 
<name>SpecialMarkFukaeOutside</name> 
<styleUrl>#default0</styleUrl> 
<Model id="model_1"> 
<altitudeMode>relativeToGround</altitudeMode> 
<Location> 
<longitude>135.293064</longitude> 
<latitude>34.71635</latitude> 
<altitude>0</altitude> 
</Location> 
<Orientation> 
<heading>0.166940113727</heading> 
<tilt>0</tilt> 
<roll>0</roll> 
</Orientation> 
<Scale> 
<x>1</x> 
<y>1</y> 
<z>1</z> 
</Scale> 
<Link> 
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<href>C:/Users/ScienceGirl/Desktop/Model/航海实验模型/航海标示/untitled. 
dae</href> 
</Link> 
<ResourceMap> 
<Alias> 
<targetHref>C:/Users/ScienceGirl/Desktop/Model/航海实验模型/航海标示 
/texture.jpg</targetHref> 
<sourceHref>untitled/texture.jpg</sourceHref> 
</Alias> 
<Alias> 
<targetHref>C:/Users/ScienceGirl/Desktop/Model/航海实验模型/航海标示 
/texture_0.jpg</targetHref> 
<sourceHref>untitled/texture_0.jpg</sourceHref> 
</Alias> 
<Alias> 
<targetHref>C:/Users/ScienceGirl/Desktop/Model/航海实验模型/航海标示 
/texture_1.jpg</targetHref> 
<sourceHref>untitled/texture_1.jpg</sourceHref> 
</Alias> 
</ResourceMap> 
</Model> 
</Placemark> 
</Folder> 
</Document> 
</kml> 
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AppendixWaterdepth 
I:\phdPaper2016\AppendixLine.kml 2015 年 11 月 8 日 19:11 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2" 
xmlns:gx="http://www.google.com/kml/ext/2.2" 
xmlns:kml="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2" 
xmlns:atom="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom"> 
<Document> 
<name>低潮線.kml</name> 
<Style id="LineStyle00"> 
<LabelStyle> 
<color>00000000</color> 
<scale>0</scale> 
</LabelStyle> 
<LineStyle> 
<color>ff00ffff</color> 
</LineStyle> 
<PolyStyle> 
<color>00000000</color> 
<outline>0</outline> 
</PolyStyle> 
</Style> 
<Folder id="FeatureLayer0"> 
<name>低潮線</name> 
<open>1</open> 
<Snippet maxLines="0"></Snippet> 
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<Placemark id="ID_00000"> 
<name>M</name> 
<Snippet maxLines="0"></Snippet> 
<styleUrl>#LineStyle00</styleUrl> 
<MultiGeometry> 
<LineString> 
<coordinates> 
134.69158,33.94166,0 134.69205,33.94176,0 134.69257,33.94195,0 
134.69279,33.94214,0 134.69278,33.94236,0 134.69263,33.94246,0 
134.69224,33.94247,0 134.69188,33.94244,0 134.69126,33.94226,0 
134.69014,33.9419,0 134.68962,33.94151,0 134.6896,33.94143,0 
134.68965,33.94138,0 134.69003,33.94147,0 134.69077,33.94151,0 
134.69128,33.94155,0 134.69158,33.94166,0 
</coordinates> 
</LineString> 
</MultiGeometry> 
</Placemark> 
<Placemark id="ID_00001"> 
<name>M</name> 
<Snippet maxLines="0"></Snippet> 
<styleUrl>#LineStyle00</styleUrl> 
<MultiGeometry> 
<LineString> 
<coordinates> 
134.69104,33.9402,0 134.69119,33.94025,0 134.69126,33.94035,0 
134.69126,33.9405,0 134.69115,33.9406,0 134.69098,33.9406,0 
134.6908,33.94059,0 134.6907,33.94052,0 134.69065,33.94038,0 
134.69066,33.94028,0 134.69071,33.94026,0 134.69091,33.9402,0 
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134.69104,33.9402,0 
</coordinates> 
</LineString> 
</MultiGeometry> 
</Placemark> 
</Folder> 
</Document> 
</kml> 
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AppendixNox 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<Document> 
<Name>182800NOx</Name> 
<open>1</open> 
<LookAt> 
<longitude>134.4658515529831</longitude> 
<latitude>34.51227670729771</latitude> 
<altitude>0</altitude> 
<heading>0</heading> 
<tilt>0</tilt> 
<range>106395</range> 
</LookAt> 
<name>182800NOx</name> 
<Style id="PolyStyle01"> 
<LabelStyle> 
<color>00000000</color> 
<scale>0</scale> 
</LabelStyle> 
<LineStyle> 
<color>ff6e6e6e</color> 
<width>0.4</width> 
</LineStyle> 
<PolyStyle> 
<color>cc2c33ff</color> 
</PolyStyle> 
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</Style> 
<Style id="PolyStyle02"> 
<LabelStyle> 
<color>00000000</color> 
<scale>0</scale> 
</LabelStyle> 
<LineStyle> 
<color>ff6e6e6e</color> 
<width>0.4</width> 
</LineStyle> 
<PolyStyle> 
<color>ff00ffff</color> 
</PolyStyle> 
</Style> 
<Style id="PolyStyle03"> 
<LabelStyle> 
<color>00000000</color> 
<scale>0</scale> 
</LabelStyle> 
<LineStyle> 
<color>ff6e6e6e</color> 
<width>0.4</width> 
</LineStyle> 
<PolyStyle> 
<color>ffffaa00</color> 
</PolyStyle> 
</Style> 
<Style id="PolyStyle04"> 
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<LabelStyle> 
<color>00000000</color> 
<scale>0</scale> 
</LabelStyle> 
<LineStyle> 
<color>ff6e6e6e</color> 
<width>0.4</width> 
</LineStyle> 
<PolyStyle> 
<color>e547ff59</color> 
</PolyStyle> 
</Style> 
<Style id="PolyStyle05"> 
<LabelStyle> 
<color>00000000</color> 
<scale>0</scale> 
</LabelStyle> 
<LineStyle> 
<color>00000000</color> 
<width>0.4</width> 
</LineStyle> 
<PolyStyle> 
<color>00000000</color> 
</PolyStyle> 
</Style> 
<Placemark id="865"> 
<name>865</name> 
<Snippet maxLines="0" /> 
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<styleUrl>#PolyStyle03</styleUrl> 
<MultiGeometry> 
<Polygon> 
<outerBoundaryIs> 
<LinearRing> 
<coordinates>134.45496412,34.78920146,0 134.46395734,34.78920146,0 
134.46395734,34.78020824,0 134.45496412,34.78020824,0 
134.45496412,34.78920146,0</coordinates> 
</LinearRing> 
</outerBoundaryIs> 
</Polygon> 
</MultiGeometry> 
</Placemark> 
<Placemark id="866"> 
<name>866</name> 
<Snippet maxLines="0" /> 
<styleUrl>#PolyStyle04</styleUrl> 
<MultiGeometry> 
<Polygon> 
<outerBoundaryIs> 
<LinearRing> 
<coordinates>134.46395734,34.78920146,0 134.47295056,34.78920146,0 
134.47295056,34.78020824,0 134.46395734,34.78020824,0 
134.46395734,34.78920146,0</coordinates> 
</LinearRing> 
</outerBoundaryIs> 
</Polygon> 
</MultiGeometry> 
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</Placemark> 
<Placemark id="883"> 
<name>883</name> 
<Snippet maxLines="0" /> 
<styleUrl>#PolyStyle04</styleUrl> 
<MultiGeometry> 
<Polygon> 
<outerBoundaryIs> 
<LinearRing> 
<coordinates>134.616842080001,34.78920146,0 
134.625835300001,34.78920146,0 
134.625835300001,34.78020824,0 134.616842080001,34.78020824,0 
134.616842080001,34.78920146,0</coordinates> 
</LinearRing> 
</outerBoundaryIs> 
</Polygon> 
</MultiGeometry> 
</Placemark> 
<Placemark id="884"> 
<name>884</name> 
<Snippet maxLines="0" /> 
<styleUrl>#PolyStyle04</styleUrl> 
<MultiGeometry> 
<Polygon> 
<outerBoundaryIs> 
<LinearRing> 
<coordinates>134.625835300001,34.78920146,0 
134.634828520001,34.78920146,0 
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134.634828520001,34.78020824,0 134.625835300001,34.78020824,0 
134.625835300001,34.78920146,0</coordinates> 
</LinearRing> 
</outerBoundaryIs> 
</Polygon> 
</MultiGeometry> 
</Placemark> 
<Folder id="FeatureLayer"> 
<name>182800</name> 
<open>1</open> 
<Snippet maxLines="0" /> 
</Folder> 
</Document> 
 
 
 
